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New Progress on the Highly Charged ECR Ion
Source

ECR (Electron Cyclotron Resonance) ion source is a plasma device to

produce intense highly charged ion beams. ECR ion source has found

numerous applications in heavy ion accelerator facility, nuclear physics

and atomic physics research, as well as many other ion-beam industries,

such as semi-conductor industry, ion implantation and material

modification. Under the support of NSFC and the Knowledge Innovation

Program of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, an ion source research

group headed by Dr. Zhao Hongwei at the Institute of Modern Physics

has made some technical breakthroughs and significant progress as

follows:

[ 2.1 ]

Superconducting-magnet highly charged ECR ion source SECRAL at 24GHz with its

gyrotron system.
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The long-term operation of SECRAL has demonstrated

its outstanding performance of higher beam intensities,

reliable and stable operation. It has turned out that

SECRAL has become the first source being operated

thousands of hours among the existing third generation

ECR sources in the world. SECRAL operation with

higher charge state and higher beam intensity has made

a great contribution to the performance enhancement of

HIRFL accelerator facility in terms of beam energy and

intensity, and has provided many new opportunities in

heavy ion nuclear physics research and atomic physics

research in China. 78Kr beam delivered from SECRAL

was injected into the HIRFL cooling storage ring and

accelerated up to 481 MeV/u for precise mass measure-

ment of short-life nuclides. More than 9 new nuclides

such as 63Ge, 65As, and 67Se were firstly identified with

mass resolution at the level of 10-6.

SECRAL successful construction and operation as well

as the significant technical breakthrough have been

highly recognized by the world ion source community.

Because of SECRAL�s outstanding achievements and

signif icant contributions, Dr. Zhao shared the

�Brightness Award� with three American ion source

physicists at the 13th International Conference on Ion

Sources held in Gatlinburg, USA in September 2009.

�Brightness Award� is the most significant prize in the

international ion source community. The purpose of the

�Brightness Award� is to �recognize and encourage

latest innovative and significant achievements and break-

throughs in the fields of ion source physics and

technology�. As Dr. Pardo, director of ATLAS accelera-

tor operation department at Argonne lab in US, pointed

out in his nomination, these two leading groups from

IMP and LBNL �have led the way in conceiving and

developing the first implementations of third generation

ECR ion sources�, �These two leading groups be

recognized for the significant contributions that they

have made in demonstrating the feasibility of this third

generation of ECR ion sources and the corresponding

new research opportunities that are now possible only

because of this level of demonstrated source

An ECR ion source named SECRAL, which is the first

one of the world best performance third generation ECR

ion sources with an innovative and original supercon-

ducting magnet structure, was successfully developed.

The most significant breakthrough for SECRAL is its

novel magnet structure which has broken the rule of the

conventional structure of ECR ion source magnet, where

the sextupole magnet is located inside the axial sole-

noid coils, which has been utilized for more than 20

years in the world ECR ion source community, while the

innovative design of SECRAL �cold-iron-structure� su-

perconducting magnet is that all the axial superconduct-

ing solenoid coils are now located inside the supercon-

ducting sextupole, opposite to the conventional ECR

magnetic structure. This new magnetic structure results

in many significant advantages for a high-magnetic-field

superconducting ECR ion source. What is the most

exciting test and operation result in SECRAL develop-

ment is.those record beam intensities of highly charged

heavy ions produced by SECRAL at frequencies of

18GHz and 18+14.5GHz in 2006-2008 as well as at

24GHz preliminary test in 2009. Subsequently reported

source performance at 18GHz and 24 GHz has demon-

strated it to be the highest output high charge state ECR

source in the world in producing many highly charged

heavy ion beams, such as 455 eμA of 129Xe27+, 45 eμA of
129Xe35+, 3.0 eμA of 129Xe42+, 22 eμA of 209Bi41+, 1.5 eμA of
209Bi50+ and so on. All those record beam intensities are

higher than those from LBNL 28GHz VENUS ECR ion

source which is one of the world most powerful super-

conducting ECR ion sources. The performance of the

SECRAL source has again demonstrated that SECRAL

is one of the world best performance highly charged

ECR ion sources.

SECRAL has been operated to provide intense highly

charged ion beams for HIRFL (Heavy Ion Research

Facility in Lanzhou) since 2007. The total operated

beam time from SECRAL to the HIRFL facility has been

more than 2500 hours up to January 2010. The beams

delivered to HIRFL by SECRAL are those highly charged

heavy ions such as58Ni19+, 78Kr19+, 129Xe27+ and 209Bi31+.
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performance, such as FRIB, GSI FAIR, and the goals of

lead acceleration in the CERN LHC�, �Again the overall

SECRAL source performance is at the world-leading

level for the current operating frequency of 18 GHz�. The

citations to Dr. Zhao Hongwei and Dr. Xie Zuqi from the

�Brightness Award� prize committee are �for advances

in the design and implementation of superconducting

coils for third generation 28 GHz ECR ion sources; point-

ing the way to more reliable and simpler coil systems�.

In addition, the ion source group at IMP developed and

built an all-permanent magnet highly charged ECR ion

source LAPECR2 with the best performance, highest

magnetic field and most sophisticated technology.

Recently, LAPECR2 was reviewed and evaluated by a

committee. The committee pointed out that LAPECR2 is

at the world-leading level for the current operating all-

permanent magnet highly charged ECR ion sources. Dr.

Sun Liangting, one of the key members in the ion source

group at IMP, was awarded to the first �Richard Geller

Prize� which is named from �Father of ECR Ion Source�

Prof. Richard Geller, a world well-known French physicist.

The prize was conferred at the 18th international ECR

ion source workshop held in Chicago in 2008.

Three members from the ion source group at IMP, under

the leadership by Dr. Zhao Hongwei, were conferred to

two most important international prizes by the interna-

tional ion source community. The group is highly recog-

nized and has become one of the most active groups in

the world ion source community. Dr. Zhao was invited to

serve as chairman of the International Committee for the

First �Richard Geller Prize�. SECRAL was also awarded

to the second class prize of the National Science and

Technology Progress Award in 2008. One of highly

charged ECR ion sources developed by the group was

ever conferred to the first class prize of the Science and

Technology Progress Award of the Chinese Academy of

Sciences in 2000.

Cyclohexanone is a key raw material in the synthesis of

many useful chemical intermediates, such as caprolac-

tam for nylon 6 and adipic acid for nylon 66. The phenol

hydrogenation is one of the main routes for producing

cyclohexanone. However, the attainment of high selec-

tivity at elevated conversion with a satisfactory rate is a

great challenge because the cyclohexanone product

can be further hydrogenated to cyclohexanol under the

reaction conditions.

Researchers at the Institute of Chemistry, Chinese Acad-

emy of Sciences found that common commercial palla-

dium catalysts (supported on carbon, alumina, or NaY

zeolite) and a Lewis acid such as aluminum chloride

could synergistically promote this reaction, and a pre-

liminary mechanism was proposed on the basis of ki-

netic and spectroscopic studies. A Lewis acid itself

could not catalyze the reaction, but it could make the

benzene ring of phenol more active. At the same time,

acid-base interaction between the Lewis acid and cyclo-

hexanone inhibits further hydrogenation to cyclohexanol

(Figure 1). The conversion and selectivity could ap-

proach 100% simultaneously under mild conditions, and

therefore all the phenol could be converted into the

product and the separation process was simple. Further

study demonstrated that the reaction conducted in com-

pressed CO2 was more efficient and environmentally

benign, and the reaction efficiency could be tuned by

controlling the phase behavior of the reaction system.

The results were published in Science�2009, 326,

1250-1252�on November 27, 2009.

A Highly Efficient Route for Selective Phenol Hydrogenation to Cyclohexanone

[ 2.2 ]
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Low-temperature oxidation of CO, perhaps the most

extensively studied reaction in the history of heteroge-

neous catalysis, is becoming increasingly important in

the context of cleaning air and lowering automotive

emissions. Hopcalite catalysts (mixtures of manganese

and copper oxides) were originally developed for purify-

ing air in submarines, but they are not especially active

at ambient temperatures and are also deactivated by

the presence of moisture. Noble metal catalysts, on the

other hand, are water tolerant but usually require tem-

peratures above 373 K for efficient operation. Gold

exhibits high activity at low temperatures and superior

stability under moisture, but only when deposited in

nanoparticulate form on base transition-metal oxides.

The development of active and stable catalysts without

noble metals for low-temperature CO oxidation under

an ambient atmosphere still remains a significant

challenge.

Shen Wenjie and his co-workers at Dalian Institute of

Chemical Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, have

recently reported that changing the shape of the metal

oxides makes CO oxidation effective even at low

temperatures. They have found that Co3O4 nanorods

with the diameter of 5-15 nm and the length of 200-300

nm not only catalyze CO oxidation at temperatures as

low as 196 K but also remain stable in a moist stream of

normal feed gas. Surprisingly, the reaction rate of CO

oxidation on the nanorods is 8-10 times greater than the

conventional spherical particles. High-resolution trans-

mission electron microscopy reveals that the Co3O4

nanorods predominantly expose their {110} planes, fa-

voring the presence of active Co3+ species at the surface.

The surface area of the reactive {110} plane is esti-

mated to be 41% of the total surface area. More

importantly, the nanorods maintain their high level of

activity and stability as temperature rises up to 673 K

and in the presence of gases containing a lot of water

and CO2 � conditions that mimic the exhaust of cars.

Conventionally, active catalysts consist of small na-

nometer-sized particles because the number of corner

and edge atoms for adsorption and activation of the

reactants increases with decreasing the crystal domains.

Figure 1. Possible mechanism of dual activation in phenol hydrogenation and stabilization of cyclohexanone by Lewis acid.

Morphology-dependent Nanocatalysis ����� Co
3
O

4
 Nanorods for CO Oxidation

at Low Temperatures

[ 2.3 ]
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CO oxidation over Co
3
O

4
 Nanorods.

However, this work clearly demonstrates that particle

shape, or morphology, is a critical parameter to consider

in the design of high efficiency metal oxide catalysts.

The merit of morphology-dependent nanocatalysis is to

design and fabricate materials at nanometer scale which

could expose more reactive planes, hopefully a mono-

plane within a uniform nanostructure. This fundamental

understanding will most probably be applicable in the

development of the next generation of highly efficient

oxidation catalysts. The work has been published on

Nature 458 (2009) 746-749.

Exploring Study of Somatic Cells Reprogramming

Prof. Zhou Qi from the Institute of Zoology, Chinese

Academy of Sciences, has been dedicating his re-

search in the fields of mechanisms of differentiation and

de-differentiation, cellular plasticity and totipotency of

the stem cells, somatic cells reprogramming, as well as

that of the somatic cells, and made great efforts to the

development of both basic research and applied re-

search of cloning and therapeutic cloning.

With the support of the National Science Fund for

Distinguished Young Scholar of NSFC (30525040),

Prof. Zhou has carried out researches on mechanisms

of somatic cells reprogramming, methods of repro-

gramming and important factors of somatic nuclear de-

differentiation and achieved a series of innovative

progress:

1. The first demonstration of fully pluripotency of iPS

cells with tetraploid complementation in the world. Strong

repercussions were caused after the publication of the

research work in Nature last July. More than 3,000

media, including Nature, Science, Times, Reuter, highly

evaluated this progress and the first iPS mice��Tiny�

as a success of the revolution of iPS research, and it

was nominated to be No.5 of the Top Ten Medical

Breakthroughs of 2009 by Times.

2. The first establishment of protein expression profile in

oocytes. This proteome database indicated the impor-

tance of 48 proteins in somatic cell reprogramming, and

expanded the knowledge of regulation of signaling in

oogenesis, fertilization and embryo development, while

revealing potential mechanisms for epigenetic

reprogramming.

3. It is known fro the first time that CBHA is able to

increase the efficiency of somatic cell reprogramming

through the investigation on a histone deacetylase

inhibitor. Compared with control group, the pre-

implantation, post-implantation and full-term develop-

mental potential of cloned embryos from somatic cell

nuclear transfer of the CBHA treatment group are sig-

nificantly improved, and the ES cell derivation efficiency

is also increased, which is contributed by elevated his-

tone acetylation in primary reprogramming stage. With

analysis of culture medium, Prof. Zhou�s group opti-

mized and invented D-medium which could increase the

capsule development of mice somatic nuclear transfer

for 3 to 5 times.

[ 2.4 ]
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The product requirements from aerospace, national

defense and energy have been continuously increasing.

Some parts such as the isolated structure of rocket,

radome, fuel nozzle of rocket engine and sealing com-

ponents of pump for nuclear power generator have radio

wave transparent, heat conduction and other mechani-

cal and physical properties, which are used as dominant

evaluation parameters in manufacturing process. These

parts have complex geometric structure and free form

surface, and meanwhile the performance is affected by

multiple factors such as material and geometry. These

requirements post difficulty in conventional machining

process and machine tools. One typical example is the

radome of brittle and hard material with free form sur-

face and high requirements of performance. The errors

in material processing and machining by traditional

methods result in poor electrical performance of radome.

Therefore, it is necessary to develop new equipments

and high precision manufacturing processes to meet the

requirement of performance.

Dr. Guo Dongming and his team, sponsored by the

National Science Fund for Distinguished Young Schol-

ars and other related funds, proposed a new process,

named as requi rements dr iven per formance

manufacturing, to machine parts with complex and free

form surface and developed a series of related high

precision equipment to meet the requirements of na-

tional key projects. The major achievements are as

follows:

Based on the elaborate analysis of parameter mapping

relationship of the electrical properties of radome, its

geometry and material, a new precision machining

process, digitalized and controllable point-to-point pre-

cision removal way, was developed to compensate the

error of electrical properties of radome by changing the

thickness of radome at any point from the inside of the

radome.

Based on the theories of electromagnetic field and

microwave, a theoretical model was proposed to de-

scribe the parameter mapping relationship of the electri-

cal properties of radome, its geometry and material of

radome. To solve the complicated model, a surface

integral calculation method for caliber and spectral do-

main of electrical properties of redome was proposed

and a numerical solution was given. Therefore, the

removal amount and areas in redome can theoretically

be calculated and located by reversely seeking solution

method based on the error of electrical properties of

radome.

The digitalized and controllable point-to-point precision

grinding process for brittle and hard materials was

initialized. The corresponding numerically control sys-

tem and equipment were developed. The problem of

precision grinding of the radome inside to compensate

the error of electrical properties of the radome has been

solved successfully.

To ensure the removal amount and area of radome

accurately, the measurement instruments to measuring

the geometric dimensions and electrical properties of

radome have been invented and the corresponding

processes have been set up. The equipment for radome

strength test, its connection and corresponding pro-

cesses were developed as well.

All theoretical models, developed equipment for high

precision machining and instruments are being used in

production. Up to now, 5 series manufacturing technolo-

gies and corresponding equipment with self-owned in-

tellectual property rights for the radome with high elec-

Theory and Technology of Precision Manufacturing for Parts with Free Form
Surfaces and High Performance

[ 2.5 ]
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trical properties have been researched and provided to

industry. The problem in high precision machining for

this type of radome has been solved completely. The

achievements of these projects have been awarded the

National Technological Progress and Invention Award

(at provincial or ministry level) 3 times. The achievement

KBBF (KBe2BO3F2) crystal, as a new ultraviolet (UV)

nonlinear optical (NLO) material, was discovered by

Professor Chen Chuangtian and his collaborators in

Fujian Institute of Research on the Structure of Matter,

Chinese Academy of Sciences in the 1990s. So far,

KBBF is the only NLO crystal that can produce the deep

UV coherent light by direct second harmonic generation

(SHG), which opens a new area for the development

and applications of all-solid-state deep-UV laser sources.

These researches have been supported for a long time

by CAS, and the National Basic Research Program.

Since KBBF is very difficult to grow due to its strong

layering habit, the growth of KBBF in large size is the

technical bottleneck for its application. Under the finan-

cial support of the Key Program of NSFC, Professor

The machine to compensate the error of electrical properties of

radome.

in equipment and processes for machining complicated

free form surface in brittle and hard materials was

awarded the first prize of the National Technology In-

vention Award in 2008. It was selected as one of top 10

achievements of science and technology in Chinese

universities.

The instrument for the measurement of radome geometric

dimensions.

Chen et al. in the Technical Institute of Physics and

Chemistry (TIPC), CAS, studied the crystallization re-

gion in a section of the quaternary phase diagram of the

KF-B2O3-BeF2-BeO self-flux system, and determined

the best growth region and suitable decreasing rates of

growth temperature. Furthermore, they developed a so-

called �localized-spontaneous nucleation� method

during the KBBF single-crystal growth process. By means

of these techniques, high quality KBBF single crystals

with the thickness of 3.7 mm have been successfully

obtained, and the KBBF optically-contacted prism-cou-

pling devices (PCD) with the optical loss in the interface

less than 2% have been processed. Combined with the

all-solid-state laser technique, the direct SHG of the

sixth harmonic generation of Nd:YAG laser and of the

Single-crystal Growth of New UV NLO Crystal KBBF

[ 2.6 ]
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Deep Subduction of Continental Crust in the Dabieshan-Sulu Region and its
Effects on the North China Craton

[ 2.7 ]

fourth harmonic generation of Ti:Sapphire laser have

been achieved.

The breakthrough of single-crystal growth technique

and the invention of KBBF-PCD by Professor Chen et al.

have greatly promoted the application of KBBF crystal in

deep-UV spectrum region. Collaborated with Tokyo

University, the first deep-UV photo-electron spectrom-

eter (integral mode for measuring the electronic energy)

in the world was built in 2005, by which the supercon-

ductor bandgap and Cooper pair condensation were

directly observed in superconductor materials for the

first time. Moreover, collaborated with the Institute of

Physics (IPC), CAS, the deep-UV laser angular-resolu-

tion photo-electron spectrometer (angular-resolution

mode for measuring both electronic energy and mo-

mentum simultaneously) was built in 2006, and the

abundant new data of the bandgap, electronic structure

and momentum distribution in superconductors were

obtained, which evokes great repercussions in the inter-

national scientific society. Taking the advantage of these

state-of-the-art apparatuses, so far, scientists in the

University of Tokyo and IPC have published twelve

papers on Phys. Rev. Lett., and one paper on Nature.

The Ministry of Finance and CAS initiated a national key

project �manufacture of the key scientific apparatuses

based on the deep-UV all-solid-state laser sources� in

2007, in which seven key apparatuses, including the

Raman spectrometer based on the deep-UV laser using

KBBF, are developing.

In 2007, Professor Chen in TIPC, Professor Jiang Minhua

in Shandong University and Professor Xu Zuyan in IPC

(now in TIPC) received the �Outstanding Scientific

Achievement Group Award� of the Hong Kong Qiushi

Scientific and Technological Foundation, due to the

important contributions to the development of the deep-

UV NLO crystal KBBF by their groups.

In 2009, a special news feature on Nature focused on

this topic, and pointed out that the discovery and appli-

cation of KBBF is a very important contribution from

China to international scientific society. �A Chinese

laboratory is the only source of a valuable crystal�,

Scientists �in China are surging ahead in a wide range

of materials research� as they did with KBBF�, �Crystal

growers in other countries are unlikely to be able to fill

the gap�.

Deep-UV laser angular-resolution photo-electron spectrometer.

One of the most important advances in Solid Earth

Sciences in the past 3 decades is the discoveries of

coesite, microdiamond and several lines of other miner-

alogical and petrological evidences, showing that large

volume of low density continental plates had ever sub-

ducted into high density mantle at a depth greater than

80-200 km, and then returned back to the Earth�s

surface. Ultrahigh-pressure metamorphism (UHPM) and

continental deep subduction became a new frontier in

solid earth sciences. UHPM rocks provide vital clues for
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understanding continental deep subduction, exhuma-

tion and crust-mantle interaction. The progress of ultra-

high-pressure metamorphism (UHPM) and continent

deep subduction have promoted the evolution of the

Plate Tectonic Theory, making it more successfully to

cover the tectonics of continental plate.

The Dabieshan-Sulu UHPM belt is the largest one in the

world. It was formed by deep subduction and exhuma-

tion of the Yangtze continental crust under the Sino-

Korean Craton in the Triassic. From 1987, several

projects, which were funded by the National Natural

Science Fund, have been focused their studies on the

Dabieshan-Sulu UHPM belt. The research group leaded

by Profs. Cong Bolin, Ye Kai, Zhang Hongfu, Wang

Qingchen, Yang Jianjun and Liu Jingbo from the Insti-

tute of Geology and Geophysics, CAS made intensive

investigations on the Dabieshan-Sulu UHP orogenic

belt and mantle xenoliths occur in alkaline basalts in the

southern margin of the Sino-Korean Craton. They tasked

the first project on the UHPM research funded by NSFC

in 1987, and subsequently tasked several other projects,

such as the key project of �Dabieshan-Northern Jiangsu-

Southern Shandong UHPM bel t  and tectonic

implications� during the 8th Five-Year Plan period, the

key project of �Dabieshan-Sulu UHPM belt and tec-

tonic environment� during the 9th Five-Year Plan period,

and the project of �Dabieshan-Sulu ultrahigh-pressure

metamorphism� by the National Science Fund for Dis-

tinguished Young Scholars. The scientific goals of the

researches were to reveal tectono-metamorphic devel-

opment of UHPM belts: mineral assemblages, relation-

ship of UHPM eclogite and country rocks, crust-manle

interactions during continental subduction and

exhumation, the crust-mantle structures of the Dabie-

Sulu orogen, and their implications for plate tectonics.

This group made several lines of important contributions

as follows.

1. Possible subduction of continental crust to depth

greater than 200 km

The research group found that the large volume of

exsolutions of clinopyroxene, rutile and apatite in relict

peak stage garnet porphyroclast in eclogite located at

Yangkou in the Sulu UHPM terrane. Resumption of the

composition of the parent garnet indicates that it con-

tains 0.34 wt% of Na2O, 1.07 wt% of TiO2, 0.28 wt% of

P2O5 and 0.06 formula SiVI. According to high-pressure

experimental works, such high Na2O and SiVI contents

can only be available at pressures greater than 7 Gpa in

the host eclogite bulk rock system, and thus indicates

that the eclogite had ever been subducted to mantle

depth greater than 200 km.

2. Large areal extent of UHPM in the Dabieshan-Sulu

region

The research group systematically selected zircon grains

from various regional country gneisses from the

Dabieshan-Sulu UHPM terrane, and checked minute

mineral inclusions by means of micro-Raman spectros-

copy and the electron microprobe. They confirmed the

minute inclusions of coesite, omphacite/jadeite, barite

and aragonite in metamorphic zircon from various types

of country gneisses. They also checked the internal

zonation structure and crystallization history of the

coesite-bearing zircon grains by mean of CL images. It

is found that most zircon grains in country gneisses

commonly recorded three stages of growth: their protolith

cores include low-pressure minerals of plagioclase,

quartz, K-feldspar and apatite, which recorded their low-

pressure igneous protolith formation; their metamorphic

mantles include UHP minerals of coesite, omphacite/

jadeite, barite and aragonite, which recorded overgrowth

under UHP conditions; their rims include low-pressure

minerals of quartz and plagioclase, which recorded over-

growth during exhumation. These works proved that the

whole Dabieshan-Sulu UHPM terrane shared a com-

mon history of Triassic subduction to mantle depths and

later exhumation as a coherent slab.

3. The effects of lithospheric mantle beneath the North

China Craton by the subduction of the Yangtze plate

Systematic petrological and Sr-Nd-Pb geochemical stud-

ies on Mesozoic mantle-derived volcanics, alkaline rocks
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This project was initiated with the national need in food

safety and soil environmental quality, and aims to de-

liver cutting-edge knowledge in the fields of agricultural

and environmental sciences. It emphasizes on the risks

of soil contamination and principles in reducing the risks

and focused on soil-plant interaction with foci in con-

taminant biogeochemistry in soil-plant systems, risk

assessment and pollution control technologies. It is also

to provide a framework of soil contamination research,

i.e. from the point view of soil-rhizosphere-plant-risk,

and to provide knowledge-based support to food safety

and soil protection in China. The novelty of the project

lies in the development of methodologies and funda-

mental understanding of the processes in soil-plant

systems regarding the contaminant fate and toxicology,

which can be summarized in the following four aspects:

1. Soil-plant interface (the rhizosphere) is the key path-

way for contaminant entry into plant, therefore the chemi-

cal and biological processes in the rhizosphere have a

Transport and Transformation of Contaminants in Soil-plant Systems and the
Principles of Control

[ 2.8 ]

and gabbros from the North China Craton demonstrated

a highly temporal-spatial heterogeneous lithospheric

mantle during the Mesozoic time. Detailed petrological

and geochemical investigations suggest that the forma-

tion of Mesozoic enriched lithospheric mantle beneath

the North China Craton were related to the continuous

interaction of the refractory lithospheric mantle with

silicic melts derived from the subducted continental

crustal, which transformed the old refractory lithospheric

mantle to the new fertile one. The research group pro-

posed a model for transformation of the old cratonic

lithosphere to the Mesozoic fertile one.

4. Fluid-melt activities and crust-mantle interactions

during continental subduction and exhumation

It is well known that oceanic plate is rich in fluid, and

subduction of oceanic slab releases large volume of

volatiles and triggers the genesis of island arcs. However,

continental slab is relatively dry. According to traditional

ideas, no significant fluid-melt can be produced during

the subduction and exhumation of continental slab.

However, the research group found that significant fluid-

melt activities happened during continental subduction

and exhumation, and the slab fluid-melt resulted in

significant metasomatism in the hangingwall mantle

wedge.

The research group published more than 80 papers in

SCI journals, four of them are top 1% papers. These

papers are cited by other researchers for more than 1,

800 times. According to Essential Science Indicators,

there were 18 top 1% papers on the subject of

�Dabieshan-Sulu UHP metamorphism and continental

deep subduction� during 2000-2005, in which the re-

search group contributed 2 of the 5 highest cited papers.

These works promote this research group as one of the

most active groups in the international UHPM society.

They organized the 3rd International Eclogite Field Sym-

posium in 1995 (Dabieshan), International Workshop on

Ultrahigh-pressure Metamorphism (Beijing) in 2002, and

the 8th International Eclogite Conference in 2009

(Qinghai). The project �Deep subduction of continental

crust in the Dabieshan-Sulu region and its effects on the

North China Craton�, which was implemented by Prof.

Ye Kai, Zhang Hongfu, Wang Qingchen, Yang Jianjun

and Liu Jingbo, were awarded the second class prize of

the National Natural Science Award in 2009 based on

their contributions.
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fundamental impact on the biogeochemistry of

contaminants. In the project, rice rhizosphere has been

thoroughly investigated in terms of iron plaque formation

and arsenic biogeochemistry. Results showed that iron

plaque is an important sink for arsenic in the soil-rice

system, and some of the mechanisms of arsenic chemis-

try in rice rhizosphere have been revealed. There had no

reports on the effect of iron plaque on arsenic chemistry

in soil-rice systems before, thus these results fill the

knowledge gap, and it is crucial in understanding the

biogeochemistry of contaminants in soil-rice systems in

general in developing countermeasures to mitigate risks.

The research team has also made significant contribu-

tions in understanding the role of arbuscular mycorrhiza

in sequestrating metal (loid)s, e.g. arsenic and uranium in

the rhizosphere, and key results have been well cited in

the key text book Mycorrhizal Symbiosis.

2. The research team established the method of mea-

suring arsenate reductase activities in plant, and is

among the first group to characterize plant arsenate

reductase. These results indicate that the key mecha-

nism of arsenic hyperaccumulation is rapid arsenate

reduction in the roots of arsenic hyperaccumulator-

Pteris vittata. This result laid a foundation for the further

development of plant arsenic metabolism and genetic

engineering. After these results were published in Plant

Physiology in 2005, papers on many other studies re-

lated to molecular and genetic aspects of arsenic me-

tabolism started to be published.

3. Through their investigations on the interactions be-

tween contaminants and soils, the research team iden-

tified some interactions between soil particles and

contaminants, such as arsenic, and the micro-structure

that contaminant exists in soils. This part of the project

emphasizes not only on the chemical speciation of the

contaminant in soils by using modern spectroscopic

techniques, but also on the development of models,

methodologies for bioavailability assessment and chemi-

cal remediation. They developed the bone char-based

remediation technology for lead-contaminated soils.

4. In risk assessment of soil pollution, based on the

sources of contamination, key exposure pathways and

principal biological receptors, the research team estab-

lished risk assessment methods with a combination of

bioassay and chemical analysis, a combination of in

vivo and in vitro bioassays. They developed a frame-

work of potential health/ecological risk assessment us-

ing plants, invertebrates, microbes and human as

endpoints, and it will form the basis of soil risk assess-

ment in China. The research team also applied this

framework in diagnosing risks associated with soil pol-

lution at regional scale.

The research team has published 232 papers, with a

total citation of 1,522, in which 1,202 citations by SCI-

indexed journals, with an average citation of 7.3 per

paper. The research team has made a number of

breakthroughs, such as the discovery of plant arsenate

reductase and the identification of the role of iron plaque

in sequestering arsenic in rice rhizosphere. These re-

sults have been highly cited in the literature, including a

commentary paper in Trends in Plant Science (2004)

and a news feature article in Science (2008).
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Electromagnetic black hole made of metamaterials.

Metamaterials are a kind of artificial materials com-

posed of periodically or non-periodically arranged basic

units with specific sub-wavelength geometries. The dif-

ference between metamaterials and traditional materi-

als is that metamaterials use macro-sized unit cells to

replace the original micro-sized atoms or molecules.

Hence the characteristics of metamaterials depend on

the composing basic-unit structures. People can design

man-made unit structures to control the materials�

attributes, and further control the propagation of electro-

magnetic waves by constructing specific materials which

does not exist in nature.

In early 2009, a great breakthrough has been made in

the research of �invisible cloak� through the collabora-

tion between Professor Cui Tiejun and his group at

Southeast University and Professor David Smith and his

group at Duke University. They fabricated broadband

invisible cloak with low loss at the microwave frequency.

This work was published in Science on Jan 1st, 2009, in

which Professors Cui and Smith are both the corre-

sponding authors. The new invisible cloak looks like an

�invisible carpet�, which can make a target invisible under

the carpet in a broad band. The work has aroused great

attention of international scientific media, such as Nature,

Physical Word, Discovery, Scientific American, and CBC

News, which reported this work at the prime time.

After the work of �invisible cloak�, Professor Cui and

his group made another great progress in the research

of �electromagnetic back hole�. Traditionally, a black

hole is a region of space with huge gravitational field in

the means of general relativity, which absorbs every-

thing hitting it. This kind of black hole based on gravita-

tional field is very difficult to simulate and demonstrate

by experiment in the laboratory. However, people can

investigate part of its properties by analogy the gravita-

tional field and electromagnetic field. In October 2009,

Prof. Cui and his group first simulated an electromag-

netic back hole at the microwave frequency by experi-

mental devices, which experimentally demonstrated the

theory of �optical back hole� proposed by scientists in

Purdue University at microwave frequencies. This man-

made electromagnetic black hole is composed of reso-

nant and non-resonant metamaterials.

By use of the analogy between the propagation of elec-

tromagnetic waves in inhomogeneous media and the

motion of substances in the curved space under the

gravitational field, some attributes of black hole can be

simulated. Experimental results show that the electro-

magnetic black hole can absorb electromagnetic waves

efficiently coming from all directions, making electro-

magnetic waves propagate in spiral tracks until they

have been absorbed completely by the black hole. At

microwave frequencies, the absorption rate can reach

up to 99 percent. As the work is published on the

Physical online pre-printed website (arXiv.org), much

attention has been raised by the international scientific

media. Detailed reports have been given by Nature,

New Scientist Magazine, Discovery, Scientific American,

MIT Technology Review, Physical Science, etc. Sir John

Pendry in the Imperial College, London, one of the

founders of metamaterials, viewed the work to Scientific

American that �this new research provides a new way

to absorb electromagnetic waves, and can control the

Research on Electromagnetic Black Hole Made of Metamaterials
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Dr. Fan Shuqin has been dedicating her research in the

arithmetic of finite fields and its application to

cryptography. Supported by NSFC, her project of

�primitive and primitive normal polynomials over finite

fields� is the crossover of information theory and math-

ematics and provides several innovative results.

Normal basis and primitive normal polynomial play a

very important role in cryptography for doing computa-

tion efficiently in finite fields, error-correcting code theory

and the design of stream cipher as well. The results,

which include both theoretical part and their applications,

can be summarized as follows.

1. A conjecture on the distribution of the primitive normal

polynomial is proposed, the p-adic method is success-

fully revised to research on the distribution of primitive

normal polynomials,and a new variation of Cohen�s

sieve is introduced to make the computation easier and

more succinct. A new problem reduction step is intro-

duced and the primitive normal Hansen-Mullen conjec-

ture is totally resolved. A series of results on the distri-

bution of primitive normal polynomial are produced which

are published on journals such as �Finite Fields and

Their applications (FFTA)�, �Discrete Math.� etc. The

paper published on FFTA in 2007, which first introduced

the p-adic method to study the distribution of primitive

normal polynomials, got the 2nd rank of the top 25 hottest

articles of FFTA in the period of April to June 2007. On

the other hand, the primitive normal Hansen-Mullen

conjecture was totally established in 2008 and a paper

of 49 pages was published on FFTA in 2009.

2. A new word-oriented σ-LFSR and its applications are

investigated. This σ-LFSR, which has fast software imple-

mentation and simple hardware structure, is a kind of

word-oriented pseudo-random generator. The related

results are published in the journals or conferences

such as Science in China, Inscrypt 2008, AAECC2009,

etc. Based on σ-LFSR, two stream ciphers are pre-

sented by Dr. Fan and her colleagues. One is TaiYi

algorithm, which is designed for the confidentiality and

integrity algorithm of 3G telecommunication. The other

is HaoTong algorithm, which was set to be the standard

of scrambler algorithm of DVB in China.

Research on the Arithmetic of Finite Fields and its Application to Cryptography
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absorption radiation of electromagnetic waves at the

same time�. The electromagnetic black hole can find

important applications in the electromagnetic stealth

and other aspects, due to its high absorption rate to

electromagnetic waves.

Professor Cui and his group have been supported by

NSFC for many years. The above researches are also

supported by the National Key Basic Research Pro-

gram of the Ministry of Science and Technology.
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Complex networks have been frontier topics, and at-

tracted numerous scientists due to their complicated

evolutionary manners, rich dynamical behavior and close

relationship with real-world problems in different

disciplines. A particularly interesting aspect in complex

networks is the synchronization and its dynamical

analysis, which have been widely applied in biology,

engineering and physics. Supported by NSFC, the re-

search group lead by Professor Cao Jinde in Southeast

University deeply investigated the synchronization and

control of complex networks, parameters estimation

and its application in secure communication, etc., and

obtained some outstanding research results.

Under the framework of synchronization, the research

group has given a necessary and sufficient condition for

the identification of unknown network structures, pro-

posed an adaptive synchronization scheme and built

new communication mechanism for complex networks

with unknown parameters and unknown topologies,

designed a drive-response controller and correspond-

ing parameters� update law, and built a unified synchro-

nization framework for different order, hyper-chaotic

and non-identical systems. These results are robust

against the noise and own better communication effect

by comparing with previous results.

A new type of generalized Q-S (lag, anticipated and

complete) time-varying synchronization was defined and

generalized synchronization framework in general sense

was constructed. The theoretical criteria for time-vary-

ing synchronization and parameter identification were

derived. According to the concept of generalized

synchronization, a novel coupling scheme with different

coupling delays was presented and one could arbitrarily

switch among complete synchronization (CS), antici-

pating synchronization (AS) and lag synchronization

(LS) by changing the transformation time of the coupling

signal. This novel coupling scheme made up for the

disadvantage of usual coupled control method to some

extent, provided a new method for studying the coexist-

ence and switch among different kinds of synchronization,

and a theoretical basis for the feasibility of secure

communication.

A new communication scheme was proposed based on

delayed chaotic Hopfield neural networks. Chaotic neu-

ral networks were used as a binary sequence generator

to mask plaintext. On the encryption process, plaintext

was encoded by switching among neural networks map-

pings and shifting bitwise of binary sequences. This

algorithm has higher safety and more efficiency.

The research group also proposed an effective bifurca-

tion control strategy by using delayed feedback control-

ler and washout-filter controller, and their work opti-

mized the dynamical behavior for networked systems.

The partial synchronization mechanism of complex net-

works has been deeply investigated from the viewpoint

of network structure. Fundamental work has been math-

ematically obtained to explain whether and when syn-

chronization among a portion of nodes can emerge.

This work also provides strong theoretical support for

the community structure study of social networks, bio-

logical networks and computer networks, and further for

the systematic synchronization analysis among differ-

ent associations.

39 research papers have been published in top journals

including IEEE Trans., SIAM J. and Phys. Rev. E, and

these papers have been cited over 1,000 times by other

researchers. Some of the results has been highlighted

by Tim Reid of Nature China, which pointed out that

�The researchers Jinde CAO et al. at Southeast Univer-

sity in Nanjing devised a technique that can synchronize

Synchronization and Dynamical Behaviors in Complex Networks
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The blind source separation (BSS) revealed in the early

1980s is an important area of signal processing, with a

variety of applications in many new areas. The key

problem of BSS is to find ways of recovering unknown

source signals from the mixed sensor signals without

any prior knowledge. The most difficult problem is to

found the separability theory for BSS and present the

corresponding algorithms.

Supported by NSFC, Associate Professor He Zhaoshui

from South China University of Technology devoted his

research to explore the fundamental theories of BSS

and achieved some excellent and internationally signifi-

cant results.

Concerning the separability of BSS, Dr. James V. Stone

attempted to make a breakthrough based on the tempo-

ral predictability of signal. He published the famous

�Stone�s Predictability Conjecture of BSS� in 2001 on

the Journal of Neural Computation. On the basis of this

conjecture, Stone has done a lot of research on the

separability of BSS. Dr. He Zhaoshui and the other

project members jointly carried out their investigation

and evaluation of the validity of �Stone�s Conjecture�.

They finally demonstrated that Stone�s conjecture is

incorrect. By defining the conception of covariance rate,

they revealed its inherent law, and then modified Stone�s

conjecture and established a theoretical basis of BSS.

Based on this new theory, they found the sufficient

condition for separability of BSS. This work was not only

published in Journal of Neural Computation, the corre-

sponding contents were also written in Stone�s book

�Independent Component Analysis : A Tutorial

Introduction� with 63 citations and 26 other citations in

SCI.

Many optimization algorithms have been developed to

solve the BSS problem. Clustering is a commonly used

method, where the separation result is strongly influ-

enced by the accuracy of clustering. How to detect the

number of clusters and multi-way probabilistic cluster-

ing are the key problems and challenges. Recently,

there has been a growing interest in multi-way probabi-

listic clustering. Some efficient algorithms have been

developed for this problem. However, no much attention

has been paid to how to detect the number of clusters for

the general n-way clustering (n � 2). The research

group studied this problem based on n-way algebraic

theory. A simple yet efficient detection method is pro-

posed by eigenvalue decomposition (EVD), which is

easy to implement. The new method is analyzed theo-

retically and its effectiveness is also demonstrated by

the experiments on both simulated and real world data

sets. Details of this result have been published in the

Blind Source Signals Separation Theory and its Application
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chaotic systems of different dimensions, allowing a

greater level of security. This method could also be used

to solve complex mathematical problems that occur in

models of biological systems, chemical reactions or

electronic devices�. Besides, these works are also highly

recognized by Professor E. Ott from the United States

and Professor H. Nijmeijer from the Netherlands. Some

results of this project were awarded the second class

prize of the Natural Science Award by the Ministry of

Education in 2007 and the second class prize of Jiangsu

Provincial Science and Technology Progress Award in

2007. Also, one of their papers was awarded the

Thomson Reuters Research Fronts Award in 2008, and

four of their papers won Top 100 Most Cited Chinese

Papers Published in International Journals from 2007 to

2009.
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The average growth rate of the elderly population in

China is twice as that in the western countries, while the

speed of aging and the number of old persons in China

lead the rest of the world. At the same time, the capacity

of family support for the elderly in China will be definitely

and continuously weakened, and the health status of the

old may deteriorate if no appropriate measures are

taken. Supported by the Key Program of NSFC, the

research group led by Prof. Zeng Yi of Peking University

focuses their studies on the elderly population, family,

health and care needs/costs in China which has sub-

stantial scientific and practical significance. In the past

four years, outstanding achievements have been made

in methodological innovation, empirical investigations,

policy analysis and database development as follows.

1. Methodological innovation and empirical investiga-

tions

Dr. Zeng Yi and his colleagues extended the method of

family households and population projection for a single

region to multiple regions and forecasted China�s fam-

ily households and population aging in the Eastern,

Central and Western regions. Zeng Yi�s method was

selected among various possible models and officially

adopted by the National Population Management and

Decision Information System (PADIS), based on evalu-

ation and recommendation of the review committee

consisting of domestic and international outstanding

experts. The multi-dimensional model was innovatively

developed for projecting elderly population, family

structure, and care needs/costs, and applied to China�s

rural-urban areas. Furthermore, the research team con-

ducted in-depth comparative analysis on the elderly

family structure, physiological and psychological health

status across different regions. The research team also

carried out the analysis on the health, survival, life

quality, social support and care needs and economic/

opportunity costs for caring for the elderly, through

multivariate statistical analysis based on the survey

data, and extends the use of classical multi-state life

table to the analysis on the cost of elderly care from life

course perspectives.

The research team published five books, ten papers in

international peer-review journals and 40 papers in do-

mestic peer-review journals. For example, the book

edited by Zeng Yi as the chief editor Healthy Longevity

in China: Demographic, Socioeconomic, and Psycho-

logical Dimensions, was published by Springer Press in

2008. Prof. James Vaupel (Member of the U.S. National

Academy of Sciences and German Academy of

Sciences), Prof. Samuel Preston (Member of the U.S.

National Academy of Sciences) and well-known French

scholar Prof. Jean-Marie Robine wrote reviews on this

Research on Elderly Population, Family, Health and Care Needs/Costs
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Journal of IEEE Trans. on Pattern Analysis and Machine

Intelligence as a long paper.

In addition, the research group has successfully applied

its research achievements on BSS to multi-channel

acoustic echo cancellation (MC-AEC) and developed a

new scheme for AEC. The corresponding contribution

has been awarded with the National Invention Patent of

China. Furthermore, a book based on this project named

�Adaptive Signal Processing: Theory and Applications�

has also been published.

Dr. He was awarded the first class prize of the Guangdong

Provincial Natural Science Award in 2007 and the sec-

ond-class prize of the National Natural Science Award in

2009.
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book, which highlight the importance of the study. Among

them, Prof. Jean-Marie Robine noted that �We dream

to have such studies for the other large countries on the

point of also experiencing similar demographic changes�.

2. Policy analysis has been noted and recognized by the

government

Several policy analysis/recommendation conducted and

proposed by Prof. Zeng Yi and members of the research

project were noticed in governmental documents and

recognized by the central government, including the

documents of A Smooth Transition of the Fertility Policy

Under Rapid Aging and Low Fertility, Construct Elderly-

friendly Society and Related Policy Suggestions, Devel-

opmental Strategy and Population Policy, and so on.

The research report on the public health policy reform

under the challenge of rapid aging by Prof. Ling Li was

highly recognized by the central government.

3. Prolongation and expansion of the research results

Based on the research of this project, the research team

has received additional funding from the Ministry of

Science and Technology for establishing the basic sci-

entific data sharing platform, and from U.S. National

Institute on Aging and the United Nations Funds for

Population Activities for the interdisciplinary research

including expanded research activities such as health

examinations, DNA and biomarkers sample collections

during the survey in 2008-2009.

4. The establishment of the scientific data sharing plat-

form

Up to October 28th, 2009, there were 325 scholars who

officially registered to use the datasets from the Chinese

Longitudinal Healthy Longevity Survey (CLHLS) of this

project. Based on the CLHLS datasets, there were 6

published books, 44 papers published in international

peer-review journals, 133 papers published in domestic

peer-review journals, 123 papers presented at interna-

tional conferences, 13 doctoral dissertations and 22

master theses.

Study on the Molecular Genetics and Risk Factors for Incurable Blindness

[ 2.14 ]

Under the support from NSFC General Program and the

National Science Fund for Distinguished Young Scholars,

the research team lead by Prof. Zhang Qingjiong inves-

tigated the molecular genetics of common eye diseases

causing incurable blindness, including high myopia,

neurodegeneration involving retina and/or optic nerve.

Some of the major achievements in recent years are

achieved as follows.

1. Important findings in the molecular genetics of high

myopia

High myopia is one of the four most common eye dis-

eases causing incurable blindness. Genes responsible

for high myopia has not been identified. Prof. Zhang�s

research group collected 592 families with congenital or

familial high myopia, 1,429 unrelated individuals with

acquired high myopia (myopia developed at school

ages), and 1,423 unrelated normal controls. Based on

genome-wide linkage scan of large Chinese families,

the research group identified three high myopia gene

loci on chromosome 4q22-q27, Xq23-q25,and 14q22.1-

q24.2, respectively, which have been named as MYP11

(HGNC: 24906), MYP13 (HGNC: 32582), and MYP18

(HGNC: 37048) by the HUGO Gene Nomenclature

Committee (http://www.genenames.org/index.html).

They also screened high myopia patients for mutations

in the NYX, GRM6, RP2 and RPGR genes that are
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known to be associated with syndromic high myopia.

They found that mutations in NYX and GRM6 may be

associated with nonsyndromic high myopia. In addition,

a series of candidate genes for high myopia were ana-

lyzed and excluded. They also provided valuable sug-

gestions on resolving the problems regarding genetic

association study of myopia.

2. Risk factors affecting the clinical expression of Leber

hereditary optic neuropathy

Based on systemic analysis of 903 families suspected

with Leber hereditary optic neuropathy (LHON), a differ-

ent frequency of the three common LHON primary mu-

tations in Chinese patients as compared with Caucasian

was confirmed. A simple, rapid and reliable method was

established for routine clinical gene diagnosis of LHON.

By studying the penetrance of LHON in 1,859 individu-

als from 182 Chinese families with the mtDNA 11778G>

A mutation, the research group found that mtDNA

haplogroup M7b1�2 and M8a affect the clinical expres-

sion of LHON in Chinese families. This result was pub-

lished in the American Journal of Human Genetics (2008),

which was described as research highlights on

December, 2008 by Nature China.

Besides, the research group also analyzed the genes

for other genetic eye diseases and revealed the ethnic

specific mutation, mutation spectrum and frequency, and

genotype-phenotype correlations in Chinese patients.

Under the support of NSFC, Prof. Zhang�s group made

important contributions in the molecular genetic study of

incurable blindness based on a large number of clinical

cases. The research group found 3 of the 11 internation-

ally recognized gene loci for high myopia and has be-

came one of the leading groups in molecular genetics of

high myopia. Their achievements have established an

essential basis for understanding the molecular mecha-

nism of genetic eye diseases as well as for the risk

evaluation and gene diagnosis of such diseases. They

have published 27 papers in internationally recognized

journals with a sum of SCI impact factor over 80. These

results have been well described in 10 sections on the

Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM), a well-

known, comprehensive, authoritative and timely com-

pendium of human genes and genetic phenotypes. The

research group was awarded the second class prize of

the Guangdong Science and Technology Award in 2007.

Linkage mapping of gene loci and mutational and clinical studies for high myopia.
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Professor Zhu Yi and his research group in the Depart-

ment of Physiology and Pathophysiology, Peking Uni-

versity Health Science Center have been engaging their

research on the arachidonic acid metabolism, athero-

genesis and signal transduction in vascular endothelial

cell activation. The research group has extensively stud-

ied the molecular mechanism of vascular endothelial

activation; the role of metabolic nuclear receptors and

their regulated proteins in endothelial biology and

atherogenesis. Recently, supported by NSFC, the re-

search group obtained a number of influential research

achievements in the study of the role of soluble epoxide

hydrolase (sEH) in hypertension and cardiac

hypertrophy.

1. The angiotensin II (Ang II) via its AT1 receptor

upregulated the expression of sEH through AP-1 activa-

tion in vascular endothelial cells was demonstrated for

the first time. Activated AP-1 can bind to the correspond-

ing response element on sEH promoter to promoter the

gene transcription. Since sEH degrades endogenous

epoxyeicosatrienoic acids (EETs), this upregulation of

sEH promoted the metabolism of EETs to inactive

DHETs. EETs are the major metabolites generated by

CYP450 epoxygenase metabolizing arachidonic acid

a n d  c a n  c a u s e  v a s c u l a r  s m o o t h  m u s c l e

hyperpolarization, thereby resulting in coronary vasodi-

lation and reduced adhesion factors expression.

Therefore, EETs are considered as endogenous protec-

tive factors for hypertension, atherosclerosis and other

vascular disorders. When the release of EETs was

decreased in the endothelial cells, the hyperpolarization

of vascular smooth muscle cell resulting from paracrine

effect of EETs was reduced, which leads to the elevation

of blood pressure. Thus, pharmacological inhibition of

EETs metabolizing enzyme (i.e., sEH) may provide a

novel target for treatment of hypertension. This achieve-

ment was published on Proc Natl Acad Sci USA (2007

May 22;104(21):9018-23).

2. For the first time, the research group reported that the

sEH activity was specifically upregulated by Ang II in

cardiomyocytes in vivo and in vitro. The application of

sEH inhibitors TUPS could significantly attenuate Ang

II-induced cardiac hypertrophy. Their study demonstrated

that sEH played an important role on Ang II-induced

cardiac hypertrophy. These results not only revealed a

novel insight for understanding the pathophysiological

role of Ang II in the development of cardiac hypertrophy,

but also provided a new approach and potential thera-

peutic target for the treatment of myocardial hypertro-

phy clinically. The results were published on Proc Natl

Acad Sci USA (2009 Jan 13;106(2):564-9).

These two research reports were highly recognized in

the field and specially reported by the North American

Vascular Biology Organization (NAVBO) and the journal

of Kidney International. Kidney International recom-

mended both papers as monthly �journal club� articles.

Professor Yi Zhu was invited to present his research on

the 2009 Goldon Research Conference.

Since coming back from the USA in 2003, Professor Yi

Zhu has been continuously supported by NSFC

Directors� Fund, General Program and Key Program.

He has published 34 research papers in prestigious

academic journals, including PNAS, Hepatology and

ATVB, the total impact factor is over 200. Currently, he

is the Chinese Section Secretary of the International

Society of Heart Research and chief scientist of China�

s National Basic Research Program entitled �Regulation

of the pathophysiological process in major diseases by

metabolites of important cell membrane lipids�.

The Role of Soluble Epoxide Hydrolase InAng�����-induced Cardiovascular
Dysfunction
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